


 Nature’s Complement

·Sustainable structures compliment and are complemented by nature.
·More wind, more sun, more energy.
·More building, is more plants, and more life.



Welcome to GIS concept – Parking Lot Projector

Content – points of interest summary – go to KIOSK

Method – projection 



KIOSK 





KIOSK 
User Interface



Sustainability

Key

·Grab the key from KIOSK

·Keeps track of Green points (leader board)

·Key interacts with other sub-exhibits



Video Wall

Information comparing various world famous buildings with the GIS building with regards to sustainability, power consump-

tion, carbon footprint, etc.

Videos of various sustainable measures from across the world. Real life examples like the soda bottle light amongst others. 

Helps give the visitors a sense of real time application.

TED talks like the “Hedonistic Sustainability” by Bjarke Ingels, amongst other sustainability and green energy talks.

Helps to engage the people if the kiosk is crowded.



The Green Wall

Please Scan 
your “Sustainability Key”

         

The Green Wall exhibit provides information that are visitor specific.

The exhibit understands certain data from the key swipe and provides 
user specific information, with regards to how tall the user is when com-
pared to the Green Wall.

In addition to this, it also provides data 
on the user’s oxygen consumption and 
its own oxygen output. Also provides in-
formation on how it controls the hunmid-
ity in the room



Floor
Plan

Floor direction



Laboratories - Interface Sample for iPad



E
levator Swipe your sustainability key 

to get extra information

How heavy? 

How much energy it costs?



·Green Roof
·Water Collection System
·Solar Panels

Fourth Floor
Points of Interest



Fuel Cell



Tangible temperature difference
The temperature differences in nature mirror our needs

Fuel Cell



Use glass to describe glass

Fuel Cell



Point to what you are 
talking about



Fuel Cell



Fuel Cell

Put on a scale to show how the 
change in wind creates a change 
in energy output.



Let kids spin on it to supplement the energy from 
the wind.  The light scale shows have much energy 
the child has added and give s connection between 
the wind energy and the kinetic energy of the child 
and the work equivalent. 



Exiting GIS 



THANK YOU


